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PREFACE

The Colloquium
The IAU Colloquium n. 83 "Dynamics of Comets: Their Origin and Evolution"
(Rome, Italy, 11-15 June 1984) took place well over a decade after the
first IAU meeting devoted to essentially the same subject, i.e. IAU Symposium n. 45 "The Motion, Evolution of Orbits and Origin of Comets"
(Leningrad, USSR, 4-11 August 1970). During the time interval separating the two meetings cometary astronomy has made big steps forward from
the point of view of both the physics and the dynamics, and further
progress is expected in the near future, with the coming of the many
space missions aimed to P/Halley. However, the scientific meetings totally devoted to comets held in the seventies and early eighties (IAU
Colloquium 25 "The Study of Comets", Greenbelt, U.S.A., 1974; IAU Colloquium 61 "Comets: Gases, Ices, Grains and Plasma", Tucson, U.S.A.,
1981) emphasized the physical aspects, and did not cover satisfactorily
matters related to dynamics, origin and early evolution. These were
confined to individual sessions in meetings on the minor bodies of the
solar system (IAU Colloquium 22 "Asteroids, Comets, Meteoric Matter",
Nice, France, 1972; IAU Colloquium 39 "Relationships between Comets,
Minor Planets and Meteorites", Lyon, France, 1976; "Asteroids, Comets,
Meteors", Uppsala, Sweden, 1983). It was therefore felt necessary to
organize a meeting centred on the dynamics, a field which still comprises such a large fI~ction of all what is known about comets. This
idea was extensively discussed with L. Kresak, B.G. Marsden and E. Everhart, who strongly supported it.
Sponsored by Commission 20, and co-sponsored by Commission 7, the
meeting was approved by the Executive Committee of the International
Astronomical Union as IAU Colloquium 83. The Scientific Organizing
Committee consisted of P. Babadzhanov (U.S.S.R.), N.A. Belyaev (U.S.S.R.),
A. Carusi (Italy, Chairman), E. Everhart (U.S.A.), J. Kovalevsky (France),
Y. Kozai (Japan), L. Kresak (Czechoslovakia), B.G. Marsden (U.S.A.), H.
Rickman (Sweden), E. Roemer (U.S.A.), G.B. Valsecchi (Italy, Secretary),
and the Local Organizing Committee of A. Carusi, E. Perozzi (Secretary),
G.B. Valsecchi (Chairman).
The Colloquium was financially supported by the Consiglio Nazionale
delle Ricerche, by the Provincia di Roma, Assessorato alIa Cultura, and
of course by IAU; the Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei hosted the meeting
in its beautiful historical complex of buildings in the centre of Rome;
the last session was held in CNR headquarters.
A total of 64 scientists from 16 countries attended the meeting,
giving 9 Invited Reviews and 31 Contributed Papers. Another three Inix

x
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vited Reviews and six Contributed Papers were initially to be given
by Soviet scientists, but later they could not participate to the Colloquium; the abstracts of some of these presentations were read during
the corresponding sessions by other participants. It is sad that, independently of their will such a large fraction of the invited reviewers,
not mentioning the authors of Contributed Papers, were unable to come
from the Country that more than many others has given significant contributions to the birth of modern cometary dynamics.
The Colloquium has been structured in seven sessions: Origin of
Comets, The Oort Cloud of Comets, Meteor Streams and Interrelations
with Minor Planets, Dynamics of Comets: Numerical Modelling, Dynamics
of Comets, Nongravitational Forces, Comet P/Halley and Future Missions
to Comets, whose Chairmen were respectively A.H. Delsemme and J.M. Greenberg, C. Froeschle, B.A. Lindblad, I.P. Williams, B.G. Marsden, J.C.
Brandt, P.R. Weissman.
Half day of the meeting has been devoted to a visit to the Vatican
Observatory in Castelgandolfo and its beautiful collection of meteorites - one of the richest in the world. We want to thank very much
Father G.V. Coyne S.J., the Director of the Specola Vaticana, for his
warm hospitality.
A special thank also to Dr. E. Perozzi, currently at ESOC, Darmstadt (W. Germany), for the valuable help as a member of the Local
Organizing Committee, and to Dr. S. Pozio, to J. Vannozzi and to G.
Sabatino for their assistance at the Registration Desk and at the slide
projector.

The Proceedings
This book contains papers presented at the IAU Colloquium 83 "Dynamics
of Comets: Their Origin and Evolution"; each paper, either invited or
contributed, has been submitted to two referees. This choice has been
made to increase the value of the book itself, especially considering
that a comparable collection of papers may not appear for another decade, given past experience.
We therefore thank the referees M.E. Bailey, S.V.M. Clube, A. Coradini, A.H. Delsemme, E. Everhart, P. Farinella, J.A. Fernandez, G. Forti, C. Froeschle, M. Fulchignoni, R. Greenberg, A. Hajduk, L. Kresak,
M. Kresakova, B.A. Lindblad, Rh. Lust, A. Manara, B.G. Marsden, F. Mignard, A. Milani, W.M. Napier, E.M. Pittich, H. Rickman, V.S. Safronov,
H. Scholl, P.R. Weissman, I.P. Williams, S. Yabushita, D.K. Yeomans, P.
Zadunaisky for their cooperation; we are of course responsible for the
final appearance of the book, since in some cases we have decided to
include papers not too warmly recommended by the referees, in order to
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avoid an excess of orthodoxy. Special thanks are due to the British
and American referees, who substantially improved many papers from the
linguistic point of view.
The material is divided in seven sections, corresponding to the
seven sessions of the Colloquium; some of them, like for instance those
on the Origin and on the Oort Cloud, are deeply related, and the inclusion of some papers in either of them would have probably been equally
reasonable.
The book should have contained papers presented at the Colloquium,
possibly in complete form; however the authors of two communications
have preferred to publish them in the form of extended abstracts. Another exception has been made for those Soviet colleagues who could not
attend, but were able to send their papers early enough (in fact, before the end of May 1984) to allow their refereeing together with all
the others. Two papers were added at the end of the session on nongravitational forces, and two papers at the end of that on the numerical modelling of cometary dynamics. Of these, one is of a particular
nature, being centred on the outstanding contributions of E.l. Kazimirchak-Polonskaya to this field of studies; the second, by herself,
is a review of her work on the role of Neptune in the dynamical evolution of comets. We have been very pleased by the opportunity to publish these papers since, as already said, E.l. Kazimirchak-Polonskaya
has been a pioneer in the subject, and lAU Colloquium 83 has followed
the footsteps of lAU Symposium 45, whose organization was due in great
part to her efforts.
Last, but not least, we want to say that, throughout all the phases
of our work, from the organization of the colloquium up to the editing
of these proceedings, we have been continuously encouraged and helped
in many ways by Lubor Kresak. Our most sincere thanks to him.
Rome, 29 April, 1985

Andrea Carusi
Giovanni Battista Valsecchi

SECTION I
ORIGIN OF COMETS

THE ORIGIN OF COMETS AMONG THE ACCRETING OUTER PLANETS

Richard Greenberg
Planetary Science Institute
2030 E. Speedway, Suite 201
Tucson, Arizona 85719
USA
ABSTRACT. The hypothesis of formation of comets as an accompaniment to
formation of Uranus and Neptune from icy planetesimals is attractive
for several reasons, but has suffered from long-standing problems
regarding formation of the planets themselves. The history of this
problem is reviewed, and recent results are described that may help
solve it. Numerical simulations of planet growth show that when the
system of planetesimals is no longer artificially constrained to a
power-law size distribution, growth of planets may occur in reasonable
time. An adequate number of comet-sized bodies to populate the Oort
cloud is not produced as collisional debris during the planet-building
process. Rather, the comets are probably a remnant of the original
planetesimal "bui Iding blocks" from which the planets grew.
The origin of the Oort Cloud of comets was likely to have been
connected with the formation of planets in the solar system. Nebular
densities beyond the planetary system were probably too low to have
permitted accretion of comet-sized bodies (~pik 1973, Safronov 1977a),
But closer to the sun, planet formation was apparently accompanied by
production of smaller bodies, some of which would necessarily be perturbed by planetary encounters into orbits in the Oort Cloud. Thus,
comets are a plausible by-product of planetary formation.
In the context of the planetesimal hypothesis of pl~net formation,
it seems plausible that comets are planetesimals that were removed to
the Oort Cloud by close encounters with growing (or nearly grown)
planetary embryos before they could be accreted. For a number of
reasons, the most promising candidate region for cometary origin is the
Uranus-Neptune zone. Uranus and Neptune are quite likely to have been
formed from icy planetesimals. Moreover, Uranus and Neptune's sizes
and positions are appropriate for having scattered residual planetesimals out to the Oort Cloud with reasonable (-10%) efficiency
(Fernandez and Ip 1981, Safronov 1969). From closer to the sun, it was
much harder to scatter planetesimals out that far. After Jupiter's
sudden increase in mass with qas accretion around its sol id core
3
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(Safronov and Ruskol 1982), it became too effective at scattering
planetesimals; most were ejected from the solar system on strongly
hyperbolic trajectories, with only a very smal I fraction contributing
to the Oort Cloud region. Closer to the sun, planetesimals were rocky,
not icy, and hence not the source population for comets.
i.l{h i Ie the ev i dence has po i nted to cometary or i gin near Uranus and
Neptune, quantitative analysis has awaited resolution of a fundamental
problem regarding formation of the planets t~Tmselves: Accretion models
(e.g., Safronov 1969) generally required ~IO
yr for outer planet
growth, assuming 2a plausible surface density of the planetesimal swarm
of a ~0.3 gm/cm. The slow growth was due to the increase in relative velocities among planetesimals believed to accompany growth of the
planetary embryos, which kept gravitational cross-sections smal I.
Attempts to modify the theory to accommodate the actual existence
of the outer planets involved ad hoc assumptions of either very high
surface density of the planetesimal swarm or lower values of relative
velocities among planetesimals. Levin (1972) cons~dered the implications of increasing a one-hundred-fold to 30 gm/cm. Availabil itY90f
so much mass increased accretion rates so as to give growth in <10
yr. But the excess material needed to be removed, and to eject so much
material would require great loss of angular momentum from the planets.
Levin pointed out that an implication is that Uranus and Neptune would
have had to have formed ten times f~rther from the sun than their present orbits. With a thus ~30 gm/cm- at >200 AU, the total nebular
mass would have had to have been ~2 M , which as Levin concluded is
much too large to be consistent with ~he planetesimal model of planet
growth.
Safronov considered the possibility that growth rates were
enhanced by a combination of high a and low velocities. The latter
help by increasing gravitat~onal cross-sections and thus speeding
accretion. With a ~3 gm/cm , the extreme problems noted by Levin are
avoided. Safronov offered speculative suggestions as to why relative
velocitkes might have been lower than for his nominal model, which was
based on an assumed equil ibrium between collisional damping and gravitational stirring by mutual encounters and which gave relative velocities on the order of the escape velocities of the larger bodies.
Those suggestions included the following: (a) Relative velocities were
distributed over some range of values. The segment of the popUlation
with higher velocities was preferentially ejected from the system,
leaving only the low velocity portion of the population (Safronov
1969). (b) The low strength of icy planetesimals might have given a
steep size distribution which yields lower relative velocities
(Sa fronov 1972).
There are problems with both those ideas. Suggestion (a) raises
questions about other planets' growth. For example, for the Earth,
would such a low velocity component speed growth relative to the growth
rate computed by Safronov based on the average velocity? Suggestion
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(b) is contradicted by experimental evidence (e.g. Hartmann 19~9) which
indicates that weak materials do not have such steep distributions;
they simply break up more easily. Safronov (1977b) later suggested
that gravitational instabil ities directly produced large embryos, thus
by-passing much of the evolutionary time required for collisional
accretion. However, as described below, it is implausible that the
gravitational instabi lity could have produced such large bodies.
Levin (1978) suggested that relative velocities may have been
lower than in Safronov's nominal growth models for another reason. He
invoked Safronov's own dynamical theory in pointing out that velocities
would be. low compared with the escape velocity of the largest body,
when in the late stages the planetary embryos "ran away" in terms of
growth from the remaining planetesimal distribution in its zone. Once
an embryo becomes detached from the continuous part of the size distribution, relative velocities no longer increase with the embryo's size.
In fact, more recent numerical simulations (Greenberg et al. 1978)
of planet growth show that the size distribution may have been very
different than assumed in Safronov's theory. For the terrestrial
planets, most of the mass remained in smal I planetesimals (original
bui Iding blocks plus a power law distribution of smaller debris), which
damped velocities as the embryo grew. Velocities did not increase?_3
directly with embryo size. Growth of a substantial embryo was -10times faster than in Safronov's model. Qualitatively, such simulations, applied to the outer solar system, were expected to solve two
problems, yielding (a) planets in reasonable time, and (b) a large
reservoir of smal I bodies available for removal to the Oort Cloud.
In order to apply such simulations to the outer solar system we
first needed to select plausible initial conditions. The conventional
theory of gravitational instabil ity in a flat dust disk (Safronov 1969,
Goldreich and Ward 1973) predicts that the first generation of planetesimals at a given hel iocentric distance is characterized by sizes
proportional to 0, yielding radii >60 km. It seemed reasonable, based
on the numerical results for terrestrial planet growth, that with this
initial size the outer planets could have grown quickly, and that the
comet-size bodies (1 to 10 km) would be produced as collisional debris.
Numerical simulations have now been appl ied to outer planet growth
(Greenberg et al. 1984). We modeled accretion of solid i~y material in
Neptune's zone for cases with 0 in the 2range of 0.3 gm/cm- (near the
minimum to form the planet) to 3 gm/cm-. Initial planetesimals were
given the characteristic size, produced by gravitational instabil ity,
corresponding to the value of 0, with initial relative velocities on
the order of their escape velocities. In these simulations, the 8
Neptune embryo grew rapidly, reaching IO~ of its final mass in - 10
yr, at which t~me it is growing at a rate such that fur I size would be
yr. Most of the mass remained in bodies of the
reached in <10
original size, but collisional debris extended down through the cometary size range. The quantity of comet-sized debris is comparable to
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th r2 estimated number of Oort Cloud comets (- 10 10 of - 10 km, 3 x
10
of - I km), but not enough to account for thesorder of magnitude
loss in transporting them to the Cloud. After 10 yr, the number of
comet-sized bodies decreased as they were rapidly broken into even
smaller pieces. This problem remained even when we ~odeled t~e bodies
as being as strong as solid rock (impact strength 10 ergs/cm ).
Even if the initial population is taken to include in addition the
required number of comet-size bodies, the presence of a comparable mass
of 100 km bodies is sufficient to raise relative velocities enough to
destroy the comet-size bodies before Neptune grows large enough to
scatter material to the Oort Cloud. Neptune does grow rapidly, however,
because, as in the earlier experiments, relative velocities are much
less than the embryo's escape velocity.
The implication of our numerical experiments is that an adequate
comet-size population can exist long enough for the Neptune embryo to
reach scattering size only if such a distribution exists from the
beginning and if there is initially a negligible mass contribution from
bodies ~10 km. Such an initial population consists of smaller bodies
than predicted by the conventional gravitational instabil ity models,
even for the minimum 0 needed to make Neptune. However, such instability models assume that a refers to a dust layer of uniform density
settling homologously to the plane of the nebula. In a non-uniform
layer, gravitational instabi I ity occurs in regions that exceed a
critical density. Thus clumping into planetesimals may begin even
before all material has settled to the midplane.
We have modeled the earl ier settling process, and find that if
coagulation among dust grains occurs, larger grain aggregates experience runaway growth and rapid settling, forming a dense sub-layer
in the central plane. This sub-layer may reach the critical density
for instabil ity while containing $1~ of the total mass of solids. The
resulting planetesimals are correspondingly smal I; their actual sizes
depend on the rate at which mass arrives at the central plane relative
to the growth time of instabilities (- the orbital period). Gravitational encounters among this first generation of bodies stir them out
of the plane on the same time scale, but their perturbations do not
affect later settling dust which is damped by gas drag. The process
may repeat for several generations, while collisional accretion proceeds. A comet-like size distribution, rather than bodies 260 km, is a
reasonable outcome of the gravitational instability process.
Numerical simulation of planet growth with this comet-size initial
population in the outer solar system shows that growth of substantial
planetary embryos occurs in very short time (see Fig. 1). A sufficient
population of the comet-sized bodies remains to account for population
of the Oort Cloud by scattering as the planetary embryos approach ful I
size. The embryo is sufficiently detached from the size distribution
that subsequent final accretion should be fairly fast. This model
seems to satisfy all of our requirements.
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Figure 1: Evolution of a population of initially
comet-sized bodies, shown by x's. ~he solid curve
shows the population after 1.4 x 10 yr. For
reference, the dashed line represents the slope for
equal mass per size bin (factor of 2 in radius),
and the uncompressed size of Neptune is shown. The
line label led "Planetesimals Required" shows the
number of comet-sized bodies needed to account for
populating the Oort Cloud with 1~ efficiency (Fig.
from Greenberg et 21. 1984).
However, evolution beyond the stage shown cannot be modeled
adequately by our numerical simulation in its present form, because a
number of late-stage effects are not readily incorporated into our
particle-in-a-box statistical approach. The dominance of a single body
would make certain regions (e.g. the neighborhood of its own orbit)
special. Also in the late stage questions arise as to the validity of
computing gravitational cross-sections using the two-body encounter
model. Because our model is not applicable to the late stage, there
remain important questions about late-stage growth. 00 the firstformed embryos accrete or scatter the smal I bodies between their
orbits, or, alternatively, do many additional embryos grow among the
first-formed ones, only later to be consolidated into a few planets?
Similar questions remain regarding late-stage planet growth in the
inner solar system.
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Nevertheless, combining the results of our models for mid-plane
settling and for outer planet growth, strongly suggests that comets are
a representative residue of the initial population of planetesimals in
the outer solar system, not fragments of larger bodies. At the very
least, these results demonstrate that the long-standing problems with
time required for outer-planet growth are not as serious as previously
thought.
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